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The Stele Study Calligraphy flourished date back to Qing dynasty. It propped up
a vast world under the trend of the relative decline of the calligraphy of Rubbing
Study and occupied an important position in the history of calligraphy. But the
pioneers of the Stele Study Calligraphy of Qing Dynasty did not construct the Stele
Study Calligraphy building completely. While it has developed into a wave in the tide
of the times, many of the followers just made up a number without active work which
lead to an increasingly superficial form, resulting in the generalization of the Stele
Study. Till now, the existence and social environment of calligraphy has undergone
tremendous changes and the logical extension of the Stele Study Calligraphy still
plays an important role. Since the successors of the Stele Study Calligraphy have not
established a complete set of independent system ,neither in the way of aesthetic nor
technique .
When the generalization of the Stele Study comes, the lack of self-disipline
resulted in a series of drawbacks, which attract criticism, the development of Stele
Study Calligraphy itself also encounters difficulties . This article focuses on the
dimensions of history and reality ,analyzes the cause of past flourish, existing
problems and possible development. The authors investigate Stele Study Calligraphy
both in aesthetic concepts and aesthetic way , combined with the Times background，
they revaluates the value and status of the Stele Study Calligraphy from several
aspects . In this paper, they also discuss the form factors in the creation of the current
Stele Study such as brushwork, structure, methodicalness, and ink method，in this way
they can point out a way through which Stele Study Calligraphy can become perfect.
This paper discusses the Stele Study Calligraphy under the current environment,
designed to correct many of the long-standing problems in the learning of the Stele
Study Calligraphy , and to provide helpful experiences for the development of
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